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ABC Elementary has discovered that in previous school years, many of their students have failed the state reading test. ABC 
Elementary subsequently decides to screen all current students for reading difficulties to identify students at risk for failing the 
state writing test using Reading Curriculum-Based Measurement (R-CBM). Screening refers to assessing all students in an academic 
area and identifying students who are at risk for learning difficulties. Once these students are identified, they can be provided 
interventions in the general education classroom.

R-CBM consists of having a teacher or another educator individually administer a brief reading passage (such as the one below) 
to students. The student is instructed to read out loud as much of the passage as they can for 1 min. The materials required prior 
to starting include administrative directions, a reading passage for the student, a reading passage for the educator to score, a 
stopwatch, and pencil.

The educator first reads the standardized instructions to the student and administers the reading passage. As the student 
reads out loud, the educator records the total number of words read correctly (WRC). A WRC is any word that is correctly 
pronounced as it is read out loud in a 3-s time frame as well as number of errors (e.g., words read incorrectly, words skipped) 
in that time frame. Each word with a slash (/) represents an incorrect response, a line drawn across an entire line of words 
represents a skipped line, and any word that does not have a slash represents a correctly read word. A bracket (]) is placed 
wherever the student stops reading after the 1-min time period has ended.

In the third grade, ABC Elementary will identify all students who score below a total of 75 WRC. Once these data are 
collected, it will be used to make decisions regarding whether a student is in danger of failing the state standardized assessment 
and should therefore be considered for appropriate instructional interventions.
One the next page, you will find a passage that ABC elementary administered to all students and one third-grade student, David’s, 
response.

Appendix A

Reading Universal Screening Vignette

Example R-CBM Response:
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In the example above, David read 271 WRC and had 4 errors.

Using a screening criteria of a score BELOW 75 WRC, is David at risk for poor performance in reading?

Select One:

YES / NO

Helpful hints for scoring WRC:

•• A word is considered to be read correctly when the student reads it with correct pronunciation and in the correct order.
•• A word is considered to be read correctly if it reflects regional accents (e.g., “awn” for “on.”).
•• If a student self-corrects an incorrectly read or omitted word in 3 s, count as correct.
•• Teachers are encouraged to use their best judgment when scoring WRC.

Helpful hints for scoring an error:

•• A word is considered to be read as an error when mispronounced or skipped (including an entire line).
•• A word is considered an error if there is longer than a 3-s pause.
•• Both words are considered an error when the order is reversed (e.g., “John Hi” instead of “Hi John”).

Consider the following passage. Record the WRC and errors at the bottom.
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Please fill in the following scores:
Words Read Correct: _________

Errors: _________

Appendix B

Written Expression CBM Universal Screening Vignette

ABC Elementary has discovered that in previous school years, many of their students have failed the state writing test. ABC 
Elementary subsequently decides to screen all current students for writing difficulties to identify students at risk for failing the state 
writing test using Written Expression Curriculum-Based Measurement (WE-CBM). Screening refers to assessing all students in 
an academic area and identifying students who are at risk for learning difficulties. Once these students are identified, they can be 
provided interventions in the general education classroom.

WE-CBM consists of having a teacher or other educator administer a brief story starter (i.e., “It was a sunny day, and. . .”) to 
a classroom of students and then give students 1 min to plan a story and 3 min to write a story. The materials required prior to 
starting include administration directions, a stopwatch, as well as a writing prompt and pencil for each student.

Here is an example of David’s writing response in the writing prompt “It was a sunny day and. . .”

The educator first reads the standardized instructions to the classroom of students and then administers the writing prompts. 
After completion of the activity, the educator then reviews each writing response and circles: 1) Words spelled incorrectly, 2) 
Incorrect punctuation, and 3) Words that are not correctly capitalized. The educator then scores for correct word sequences 
(CWS), referring to two adjacent word sequences that are spelled correctly and are grammatically correct. Each CWS is 
represented by a caret (e.g., “the^sun”).

In the third grade, ABC Elementary will identify all students who score below a total of 35 CWS. Once these data are collected, 
they will be used to make decisions regarding whether a student is in danger of failing the state standardized assessment and should 
therefore be considered for appropriate instructional interventions.

On the next page, you will find a passage that ABC elementary administered to all students and one third-grade student, 
David’s, response:

In the example above, David wrote 62 CWS.

Using a screening criteria of a score BELOW 35 CWS, is David at risk for poor performance in writing?

Select One:

 YES / NO
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Helpful Hints for Scoring CWS:

•• Correct capitalization at the beginning of the sentence counts as a CWS.
•• Correct punctuation at the end of a sentence counts as a CWS.
•• Two words correctly written in the context of a sentence counts as a CWS.
•• For example, the sentence “The dog barked.” has 4 correct sequences “^The^dog^barked.^”

|| Caret (^) 1: “^The” represents a CWS because the sentence began with proper capitalization.
|| If the beginning of the sentence was not properly capitalized, then a CWS would NOT be earned.
|| Caret (^) 2: “The^dog” represents a CWS because these two adjoining words are grammatically correct in the 

context of a sentence.
|| If the two word sequences were not grammatically correct in context of the sentence (e.g., “An dog”), then a CWS 

would NOT be earned.
|| Caret (^) 3: “dog^barked” represents a CWS because these two adjoining words are grammatically correct in the 

context of a sentence.
|| If the two word sequences were not grammatically correct in context of the sentence (e.g., “dog bark”), then 

a CWS would NOT be earned.
|| Caret (^) 4: “barked.^” represents a CWS because the sentence ends with proper punctuation.
|| If the end of the sentence did not have correct punctuation, then a CWS would NOT be earned.

Consider the passage below. Please practice scoring by recording the Correct Word Sequence (CWS) using the information 
that is provided. Remember, each CWS is represented by using a caret (^).

Please fill in the following score:

Correct Word Sequence (CWS): _________

Scoring Practice:


